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Introduction
Mixing students from different departments in the College of Engineering, and from different colleges such as Business and Law, into senior capstone design teams, has been a practice for some years [1, 2] . Many engineering educators have employed combining students from Engineering and other academics disciplines in senior capstone design courses [3] [4] [5] [6] . Some educators believe engineering schools should not be divided into disciplines and departments [7] . How does this fit with the previous statements? Although many engineering educators agree on the benefit of having multidisciplinary capstone design teams, many practical problems limit this approach. For example, in our College of Engineering, some departments require a twosemester, 2-course sequence for senior capstone design. Some departments will not require the production of a hardware prototype. Other administrative problems exist, such as funding for prototype construction, which can take a whole paper to discuss [6, 8] . Using industry sponsored, real world project topics is considered highly desirable for training practical engineering problem solver and future engineers. However, some of these topics will not have sufficient technical components for students to demonstrate their discipline specific knowledge.
For the last three years, we have had opportunities to continuously experiment with multidisciplinary capstone design. This is because we have a large influx of transferred international students. They are coming to our college to finish the last one or two years of their undergraduate education. Three departments, Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE), Computer Science (CS) and Industrial and Manufacturing Systems Engineering (IMSE), are strongly concerned that these students do not fit into the current format of their senior capstone design courses. Since these students will receive their undergraduate diploma from their home institutions, which require them to have practice or project based capstone design coursework, they are encouraged to take the college-wide Multidisciplinary Capstone Design (ENGR 4890) course. This course is currently taught by a Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering (MAE) faculty member so that the students are learning the Engineering Design Process with Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering students in MAE 4980. The basic components in an engineering design process do not have to be discipline specific; they should include:
1. State or justify the need for the design 2. Collect information 3. Quantify the design objectives 4. Generate multiple concepts for comparison and selection 5. Detail the selected design 6. Produce the proof of concept prototype; test and improve the design 7. Communicate and report
Step 6 is strongly encouraged but not necessary, if the design team produces a very good and detailed paper design report.
Currently, about 50% of our capstone design projects are sponsored by local companies, by faculty members (using their research grants or other resources) or even by students. For nonsponsored and unfunded projects, the department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering pays for prototyping material and shop labor costs.
Before the semester starts, the instructor will prepare a list of recommended design topics, which should be carefully chosen so that potential projects will have multi-disciplinary technical components. Multiple discipline project content affords the opportunity for students from different departments to use their talents, and to demonstrate their discipline specific knowledge. Similar to educators from other schools, we also found that combining MAE and Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) students into the same team for the same design is topic relatively easy [3, 5] . During last 3 years, we usually have had 3-4 MAE students and 1-2 ECE or Computer Science (CS) or Industrial and Manufacturing System Engineering (IMSE) students organized into a project team.
In this paper, we first report 3 case studies. For each case, we learned valuable lessons. To sustain and improve our multidisciplinary capstone design practice, we also identify problems we need to address.
Case study #1-A 3D printer design
In this case, the design team modified a previously reported design idea and built a 3D printer that uses the powder and binder concept. This project team had seven students, with one student each from the ECE and CS departments. The topic had sufficient technical content in electronics hardware (step motor driver, power supply and amplifier) and software (Arduino board programing, PC interface). This team showed a successful multidisciplinary project and entered it in an ASME student design competition.
The project required knowledge and skill from mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and computer science, and therefore was multi-disciplinary. With help from an experienced Teaching Assistant, whose Ph.D degree research addresses a mechatronics topic, the ECE and CS students have contributed their disciplinary specific skill and knowledge to produce a functional prototype. In the past, students were getting help from the college electronic shop technicians (the department would have to pay for the labor of the technician). With ever increasing class size and limited department funding, electrical technician assistance for all design teams is not possible. This team did not require the services of a college electrical technician.
A contributing factor for the success of this team is that they manufactured a large percentage of parts using the college 3D printing shop. This is a good experience and the practice is repeatable in future capstone projects.
Also in this design case, we observed that our engineering graphics training for most students insufficient; many students need much more practice to develop the proficiency to produce quality design drawings. Fortunately, in this design team there were two students who had coop or work experience beyond their required engineering graphics course study. Fig.1-Fig.4 show this 3D printer design, including model, prototype, and one produced sample, and the electrical components. Case study #2-A rotorcraft UAV A student team proposed this project. The topic had sufficient ECE/CS and MAE aspects to qualify as multi-disciplinary. The design team had 6 students with one CS student and one ECE student. As seen from Fig.5-Fig.6 , the design is quite sophisticated. Although the team had MAE/ECE and CS students with very strong motivation and skill, the prototype had flight stability issues. The prototype, with two high capacity lithium-ion batteries, was also heavy. As an engineering educator, the instructor must encourage students to take on challenging project topics. However, it is the instructor's responsibility to scale the design so that the students can produce a functional prototype. Currently our policy strongly encourages a hardware prototype, but it is not absolutely required. Student teams must decide near the beginning of the semester whether or not to manufacture a hardware prototype.
This project taught the faculty that it is possible for our capstone team to design and produce their own PCB (Printed Circuit Board) with public domain software tool and limited hardware. The experience and practice is sustainable for future projects. Fig.6 The prototype of UAV A well-educated design engineer should be able to clearly explain why and how a design works; this is more important than actually producing the prototype. Given time and funding, a high school graduate, or an electrical technician without college training may be able to produce a similar device. This case also showed that a hardware prototype does not necessarily prove a design is good. A well prepared design report with good engineering analysis and design specification can better support and prove a good design.
Fig.7 Multidisciplinary team made PCB board

Case study #3-A vehicle demonstrating inverted pendulum control
This project was completed in FS 2015. The purpose of the project was not to design a sophisticated toy car, but to explain and demonstrate the dynamics and control principles of an inherently unstable mechanical system. The team had a combination of backgrounds: two students had many years of machine shop experience, two had strong control theory and electronics training. Integrating talents from different disciplines is crucial for the success of a multidisciplinary design team.
This project was more complete than the one in Case #2, because the team better explained the dynamics and the control action. They also successfully demonstrated how these physical principles actually work through their functional prototype. This case raised a sustainability question: how do the instructors find students with different talents to organize a successful project team like this one. Currently most of our design teams are student organized, except the instructors add students from other departments. This case showed that a successful multidisciplinary project team can be organized by existing talents, not necessarily from the targeted departments or disciplines.
Conclusion
In last three years, due to unexpected and historical reasons, we have had the fortunate opportunity to find and construct multidisciplinary capstone design projects and teams. We have had some successful cases to report. However, factors exist over which we do not have complete control, and therefore success was partially fortuitous. For example, we know we had, and we will continue to have, students coming from 3 departments inside our college, but do not know how many from which department in a specific semester. This unpredictability can result in a sustainability problem. International students come from different foreign institutions, adding additional uncertainty for the instruction team in organizing better balanced multidisciplinary teams. To reproduce good experiences and better train our students, we have identified process elements that we should do more and do better. The following summarizes those practices (they will be limited by have resources constraints): 1. Well-trained Teaching Assistants are very important in the instruction team to assist and help multidisciplinary students. These TAs could be MS graduate students with successful multidisciplinary experience themselves. Ph.D level graduate student TAs provide a more stable instruction team. 2. Some physical space for student team activities is important. Student teams need lab space with measuring instruments and they need storage space for parts and prototypes. 3. Carefully choosing suitable topics with sufficient multi-disciplinary content is very important. We have seen very good results for some institutions where the design topics are "standardized," for example, design a two stage speed reduction gear box, with variations in power and type of transmission. Embracing the real world, doing company and individual sponsored projects with prototype is still our main objective. 4. Building up hardware and software libraries from past design cases is very important for sustainability. 5. Student access to machine shop and electronics equipment is important. In the past, all electronics work was done by Engineering Technical Service professional staff. However, we found it possible to find some space, and accumulate some tools and parts so that in the future students can do much of the necessary electronics work themselves
Although most engineering design educators agree that organizing multi-disciplinary senior capstone design team and project topics are highly desirable, due to various reasons this idea has not been widely or sustainably practiced in all engineering schools. We are taking an inductive reasoning (or cognition) approach, to report and to share limited case experience and lessons learned with other engineering educators, who may like to use deductive reasoning approach in training students. Although we cannot yet make generalizations about what we can do stably and sustainably, we want to start contributing to an on-going discourse aimed at improving multidisciplinary senior capstone design courses
